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 With the recent spread of the Internet of Things (IoT), smart devices are equipped with a 
number of sensors to collect data necessary for various applications.  A wake-up radio (WUR) 
is considered a core technology used to overcome the overhead problems of smart devices 
associated with sensors such as the limited battery lifetime, bandwidth, and inter-related radio 
range.  However, WUR has difficulty adapting a wake-up schedule to unpredictable traffic 
patterns, which inherently cause communication latency.  We propose a WUR discovery frame 
to carry information for unassociated stations (STAs) to perform WUR-resilient scanning for 
nearby access points (APs).  Furthermore, a WUR discovery channel is proposed to improve 
location services and roaming purposes.

1. Introduction

 With the recent spread of the Internet of Things (IoT), smart devices are equipped with 
a number of sensors to collect data necessary for various applications.  Many modern smart 
devices such as smartphones, tablets, and laptop computers can connect to noncellular networks 
such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, and suffer from the overhead problems associated with sensors 
such as the limited battery lifetime, bandwidth, and inter-related radio range.(1,2)  To overcome 
the overhead problems of smart devices, the IEEE 802.11ba task group is developing a new 
low-power wake-up radio (WUR) standard for Wi-Fi networks to reduce remote device power 
consumption and extend battery life.(2)

 Users of smart devices know that leaving the device’s screen and radio active can drain 
the battery in a few hours.  For example, an iPhone 7 with a 1960 mAh battery can deliver 
approximately 15 h of 3G phone talk time, 12 h of Internet browsing over an LTE cell 
connection, or 15 h of Internet access over Wi-Fi.  Short-range Bluetooth radios transmit at 
1.0–2.5 mW, but they clearly do not transmit constantly at full power; if they did, the 1960 mAh 
battery would last no more than 5 or 6 h, even if the phone used no power for anything else.  
Therefore, the most important challenge is to reduce the power consumption of smart devices.(2)
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 One simple approach is to adopt WUR technology.(3)  Stations (STAs) turn off their main 
radio [i.e., primary connection radio (PCR)] to remain in an idle-listening state using an 
extremely low power when they are idle.  STAs then turn on the PCR to transmit data only 
when required.  This WUR technology represents the ultimate frontier in low-power radio 
communications.  However, it is difficult to adapt the wake-up schedule to unpredictable 
traffic patterns, which inherently cause communication latency and wake-up without actual 
communication demands.
 In this work, we seek to address this problem by proposing a WUR-resilient scanning 
mechanism.  The proposed mechanism uses a “WUR discovery frame” and a “WUR discovery 
channel.” The former carries essential information for unassociated STAs to perform WUR-
resilient scanning; the latter is a dedicated channel for transmitting the WUR discovery frame.  
When an unassociated STA does not know in which channel the WUR discovery frames are 
transmitted, it needs to scan all channels, which can significantly increase the scan latency 
before discovering new access points (APs).  Simulation results show that the proposed WUR-
resilient scanning mechanism outperforms the previous WUR medium access control (MAC) 
with regard to power consumption by 57%.

2. System Model

2.1 Low-power WUR

 In an ultralow-power design of wireless environment, the most important challenge is to 
reduce power consumption when STAs are idle.(4)  In WUR technology, the main radio is off 
unless there is something to transmit; then, a WUR wakes up the main radio when there is a 
WUR packet (WUP) to receive.  The main radio transmits and receives user data.
 The STAs are put in the sleep mode periodically and only woken up to transmit or receive; 
this is called the duty-cycled mode, which is a WUR concept.  Figure 1 shows an operation of 
WUR.
(1) In general, an STA in the idle listening state turns the Wi-Fi connection off and only keeps 

the WUR connection.
(2) When the transmitter has data to send to the receiver, the transmitter sends a WUP to the 

receiver, requesting that it turns on the Wi-Fi connection.
(3) The receiver internally sends a wake-up signal to the Wi-Fi connection.
(4) The receiver turns on the Wi-Fi connection.
(5) The receiver with Wi-Fi sends a frame (e.g., probe request) to the transmitter to indicate its 

awake status and the transmitter sends the data to the receiver.
 After the association procedure or receiving complete downlink data, a WUR STA may 
request to enter a WUR mode to reduce power consumption.  After receiving confirmation (i.e., 
WUR mode response) from the AP, the WUR STA enters the WUR mode; this requires explicit 
WUR mode signaling.  If the WUR STA does not request that its 802.11 main radio be turned 
off, the AP might send WLAN packets to the WUR STA without sending the WUP, which will 
then be lost.
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 Whenever the AP wants to send a WLAN packet to the WUR STA in the WUR mode, a 
WUP should be transmitted in advance to wake up the WUR STA.  After transmitting a WUP, 
the AP should wait for a specific time before sending a WLAN packet.  The Wi-Fi main radio 
turn-on time can be a few milliseconds.  Before a WLAN packet transmission, the WUR STA’s 
wake-up can be confirmed through the existing WLAN control signal (e.g., RTS/CTS, PS-Poll).

2.2 Problem statement of WUR connections

 If the WUR STA is in the idle listening state and the Wi-Fi connection that is turned off in 
the WUR mode is woken by the wake-up signal, it may lose the connection with the originally 
connected AP.(5)  In particular, this can occur frequently in mobile environments.  In this case, 
even if the Wi-Fi mode is woken by WUR, the WUR STA should scan all channels for the Wi-
Fi connection.  After all, the WUR STA should take time to scan all channels depending on the 
number of channels; basically, it will take a long time to scan 10 channels in the Wi-Fi networks.

3. WUR-resilient Scanning Mechanism

3.1 Usage model

 Mobile STAs are scanned as needed for two major reasons: First, mobile STAs sometimes 
scan through multiple channels for nearby APs and use the measured Wi-Fi signal strength to 
improve location services.  Scanning consumes more power on the PCR than on the WUR.(2)  
In addition, scanning on the PCR has the risk of conflicting with regular data exchange.  In 
a WUR-facilitated location scan, the mobile STA scans through the channels using the WUR 
receiver and uses the signal strength measured from WUPs received from adjacent APs to 
provide additional information to the location services on the mobile STA, meaning that some 
of the location scans on the PCR can be offloaded to the WUR.  The WUR consumes much 
less power than the PCR; thus, the WUR-facilitated location scan provides an ultralow-power 
location scan mechanism.

Fig. 1. (Color online) WUR operation.
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 Second, mobile STAs scan for roaming purposes.  These roam scans are sometimes triggered 
when the link quality degrades.  These roam scans take time because they are typically done on 
multiple channels, and the device either actively or passively scan on each channel.  During an 
active scan, it sends a probe request and typically stays awake until it receives a probe response; 
during a passive scan, it dwells on each channel for at least a beacon interval to receive a 
beacon.  Thus, scanning through multiple channels introduces roaming latency and consumes 
power; it sometimes conflicts with regular data exchanges.
 In a WUR-facilitated roam scan, the mobile device passively scans through multiple channels 
using the WUR and collects basic information about nearby APs that can facilitate the STAs’ 
roaming decisions.  The WUR consumes much less power than the main radio; thus, the WUR-
facilitated roam scan provides an ultralow-power roam scan.(5)  In addition, owing to the low-
power operation, WUR scans can be performed quite frequently in the background, and thus 
roaming information can be readily available whenever needed, i.e., it reduces roaming latency.
 When an STA is only connected to a fixed home AP, there is no need to frequently scan for 
connectivity with the AP.(6)  However, when the STA used at home is used in other places, it 
should perform WUR-resilient scanning to find a new AP.  If an STA that finds that a Wi-Fi 
network has been turned off owing to driving arrives at a specific place and wants to make a 
Wi-Fi connection, the WUR should first be used to determine BSS information about the Wi-
Fi connection.  Finally, the AP periodically transmits a frame for WUR discovery and the STA 
first performs WUR-resilient scanning to find the WUR discovery frame.
 In WUR-resilient scanning, the WUR on the STA side scans for nearby APs for various 
purposes such as roaming and location measurements.(7)  For this, we define in this paper a 
WUR discovery frame to carry the essential information for unassociated STAs to perform 
WUR-resilient scanning.  Moreover, when an unassociated STA does not know the channel in 
which the WUR discovery frames are transmitted, it needs to scan the whole band, which can 
significantly increase the scan latency before discovering new APs.(1)  Therefore, the concept of 
a WUR discovery channel is proposed for transmitting WUR discovery frames.

3.2 WUR discovery frame

 For a roaming scan, the STA needs to know the band and channel used by the AP’s PCR so 
that it can switch directly to that particular channel and join the network.  The STA also needs 
to know which AP is being discovered to make better roaming decisions.  For a location scan, 
the STA needs to know the AP’s identifier to determine the AP frame on which the measured 
received signal strength indicator (RSSI) is based.  Therefore, we included the following 
information in the WUR discovery frame as shown in Fig. 2: transmitter ID, main radio 

Fig. 2. WUR discovery frame.
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operation channel information, i.e., operation class and channel number (two octets in total 
based on the operating channel definition), the primary 20 MHz channel, and compressed SSID.  
With such information about nearby APs, an STA can decide whether it can associate with a 
nearby AP without off-channel scanning through the PCR.
 An AP includes BSS information in an extended WUP:
(1) The transmitter ID is the BSS identifier in the WUP.  It can be BSSID’s hash value in a 

probe request frame for AP’s decision of whether to send a probe response.  If the transmitter 
ID value in the broadcast probe request matches the AP’s transmitter ID, the AP responds 
with a probe response.

(2) The time difference control information includes 12-bit synchronization between Wi-Fi and 
WUR modules.

(3) The PCR channel information includes a one-byte channel class and a one-byte channel 
number.

(4) The primary 20 MHz channel includes a one-byte channel class and a one-byte channel 
number.

(5) The compressed SSID is the 16-bit/8-bit hash result of a 48-bit SSID.
 The WUR discovery frame can be sent at a different interval from the WUR beacon.  The 
frame interval requirements for synchronization and WUR-resilient scanning may differ.

3.3 Improvement of scanning latency

 Basically, Wi-Fi uses multiple distinct ranges: 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz, and 900 MHz bands.  Each 
range is divided into multiple channels (e.g., channels 1, 6, 11, 14, and so forth for a 2.4 GHz 
Wi-Fi band).  When the STA takes 5 GHz in the Wi-Fi network as an example, there is at 
least 160 MHz of bandwidth through which it has to scan.  Depending on the channelization 
definition in IEEE 802.11ba, each STA needs to scan through many WUR channels to discover 
new APs and the overall scanning time can be significant.(7)  For example, if there is only one 
4 MHz channel in each regular 20 MHz, then there are eight WUR channels without dynamic 
frequency selection (DFS) and 19 channels with DFS.  Therefore, the STA will need to scan 
eight times or 19 times at 5 GHz, and another three times at 2.4 GHz.  Furthermore, when IEEE 
802.11ba is allowed in other bands such as 900 MHz, then there are even more channels to scan.  
In addition, when IEEE 802.11ba defines more than one WUR channel for each 20 MHz, then 
there are a significant number of channels to scan through.(1) 

 When the STA takes 5 GHz in the Wi-Fi network as an example, there is at least 160 MHz 
of bandwidth through which it has to scan.  Depending on the channelization definition in IEEE 
802.11ba, each STA needs to scan through many WUR channels to discover new APs and the 
overall scanning time can be significant.(7)  For example, if there is only one 4 MHz channel in 
each regular 20 MHz, then there are eight WUR channels without DFS and 19 channels with 
DFS.  Therefore, the STA will need to scan eight times or 19 times at 5 GHz, and another three 
times at 2.4 GHz.  Furthermore, if IEEE 802.11ba is allowed in other bands such as 900 MHz, 
then there are even more channels to scan.  In addition, if IEEE 802.11ba defines more than one 
WUR channel for each 20 MHz, then there are a significant number of channels to scan through.(1)
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 When a user leaves home and is driving on a road, PCR should be turned off and STA should 
use a WUR to scan for possible new APs.  When the user arrives at a location with Wi-Fi, 
the WUR needs to discover the existing AP quickly and start to associate with the new AP.(8) 
After all, defining a WUR discovery frame and defining a limited number of WUR discovery 
channels allow the WUR to only scan these channels for discovery frames and thus reduce the 
scanning latency.  For example, if we define three WUR discovery channels, then the worst-
case latency is reduced from 8 s on 5 GHz to 3 s if the WUR discovery frame interval is 1 s, or 
from 16 to 6 s if the WUR discovery frame interval is 2 s.

3.4 Scanning based on advertised discovery channels

 An AP advertises WUR scanning information.  Thus, after a user arrives at a location and 
associates with an AP, it can obtain more information from the PCR regarding the specific 
WUR operations used by a specific AP or SSID.  The STA may store and later recall discovery 
information, even when the PCR is on.  After obtaining such information, the STA can use 
a WUR to perform a targeted scan in the advertised discovery channel based on specific 
information such as a compressed SSID.  For this, the WUR discovery frame may carry a 
partial SSID to enhance the scan.  In this scenario, the scanning latency can be reduced further 
from 3 to 1 s.

3.5 WUR discovery channel

 We define one or a few WUR discovery channels that a WUR transmitter should use when 
transmitting WUR discovery frames.  A WUR AP can select a WUR discovery channel to send 
out WUR discovery frames.
 In the WUR-resilient scanning case, since the Wi-Fi user mobility is low, there is no need 
to send out frequent WUR discovery frames.  In addition, the AP can select a WUR discovery 
channel to send out WUR discovery frames and there is a maximum PPDU time duration for 
all WUR discovery frames.  Therefore, we do not expect WUR discovery frames to cause  
congestion in WUR discovery channels.

4. Simulation Results

 We evaluated the performance of WUR-resilient scanning by conducting extensive 
simulations.  We used PHY/MAC parameters defined in IEEE 802.11ba and 11ax, and we 
assumed a high-density environment.(1)  Moreover, we assumed that mobile devices that support 
a WUR module were distributed randomly in a square space; APs with WUR and Wi-Fi 
modules are distributed randomly over the same area.  Simulation parameters are summarized 
in Table 1.
 In Fig. 3, the average power consumption decreases as the latency requirement becomes 
larger.  This is because as the latency requirement becomes larger, the STA can increase 
the waiting time to reduce power consumption.  In the WUR-resilient scanning mechanism, 
each STA can adjust its WUR discovery channel depending on the received WUR discovery 
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frame; therefore, the average power consumption can be remarkably reduced when the latency 
requirement is larger.  Specifically, the WUR-resilient scanning mechanism can reduce the 
average power by 35% for a 500 ms latency requirement and 57% for a 5000 ms latency 
requirement compared with the existing WUR mechanism.
 In addition, we carried out simulations to investigate the effect of the channel scan interval 
on the entire scanning time per channel.  We assume that there are 11 channels.  For example,  
a 16 ms scanning is entirely performed for 11 channels so that the entire scanning time is 
calculated as 180 ms.  From Fig. 4, the channel scan interval apparently increases proportionally 
with the entire scanning time per channel because the channel scan interval increases as the 
scanning time per channel increases.  In the conventional power saving mode (PSM), the 
channel scan interval increases significantly as the scanning time per channel increases; in 
contrast, it increases linearly in the proposed WUR-resilient scanning mechanism.  Essentially, 
when the channel scan interval increases, the WUR-resilient scanning mechanism can adjust the 
entire scanning time per channel depending on the information of the WUR discovery frame 
received by near APs.
 Consequently, it can be concluded that the WUR-resilient scanning mechanism is a better 
solution than the existing WUR mechanism in terms of power saving using the WUR discovery 
frame and WUR discovery channels.

Table 1
Simulation parameter. 
Parameter Value
WUP length 500 µs
WUR power consumption in active state 100 µW
WUR active time duration 2 ms
Channel access delay 1.5 ms
IEEE 802.11 PHY rate (data/control) 6.5 Mbps
WLAN packet size 238 bytes
Beacon/polling interval 100 ms
Latency requirement 100 ms
Bandwidth 20 MHz

Fig. 4. Channel scan interval as a function of entire 
scanning time per channel.

Fig. 3. Average power consumption as a function of 
latency requirement.
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5. Conclusions

 The WUR can reduce the power consumption and extend the battery life of smart devices 
equipped with sensors.  However, the WUR has difficulty adapting a wake-up schedule to 
unpredictable traffic patterns.  Thus, in this paper, we present a WUR-resilient scanning 
mechanism.  In WUR-resilient scanning, the WUR at the STA side scans for nearby APs for 
various purposes such as roaming and location measurements.  In this paper, we define a WUR 
discovery frame to carry the essential information for unassociated STAs to perform WUR-
resilient scanning.  For roaming scan, the STA needs to know the band and channel used by 
the AP’s PCR so that it can switch directly to a particular channel to join the network.  The 
STA also needs to know which AP is being discovered to make better roaming decisions.  For 
a location scan, the STA only needs to know the AP identifier to determine on which AP frame 
the measured RSSI is based.  In conclusion, we defined one or a few WUR discovery channels 
that a WUR transmitter should use to transmit WUR discovery frames.  A WUR AP can select 
one WUR discovery channel to send out WUR discovery frames.
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